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Using the same innovative production technique and brilliant aesthetic cheered by parents,

educators, and children alike in the acclaimed TouchThinkLearn series, here is an alphabet that

literally adds a new dimension to learning. Raised die-cut pieces nestled in mirroring indented

cut-outs engage readers on both visual and tactile levels. An impressive gift, this exquisitely

executed design object is above all else a fabulously fun and educationally essential alphabet book.
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Touch, Think, and Learn your ABCs.   Sturdy, beautiful, and interactive, an ABC book like no other.

Featuring spreads each with raised shaped letters and objects that fit into scooped cutouts on their

opposite page.       Seeing the image, tracing its shape, saying its name: these modes of perception

combine in a dynamic way to stimulate understanding of essential concepts.       In a format unlike

any other, these groundbreaking books translate abstract thought into tangible knowledge.

Xavier Deneux trained as a set designer and since then has applied a lifelong passion for child

development to more than 100 books, including the TouchThinkLearn series. He lives in Paris,

France.



Absolutely beautiful! This is a wonderful addition to my kids collection of books. The graphics are

stunning and the quality is excellent. My kid loves to trace the cut out letters with his hands while I

read out the letters to him. Highly recommend!

Wonderful book to introduce letters to your toddler. This book is beautifully illustrated with bold

colors and texture throughout every page to keep your toddler engaged and curious to touch

everything! Cool and modern illustration with great examples for each letter. Wish I found this book

sooner! It is my go-to now as presents for parents with young children.

After buying Opposites from the same author, I was really interested in seeing other books from

him. I bought two books of the ABC Touch Think Learn, one for my niece and one for my daughter. I

liked how he used different things to go with each letter of the alphabet and I liked how the pictures,

you can feel what the letter of the alphabet was describing.

A great value for this book! It is of high quality, the drawings are very pretty. I like the fact that pages

are touchable, the letters come out and the animals go in providing sensory exploration

opportunities for young children. Bought one for my nephew will buy one for my class and for

another nephew. Really good value at 14.99 instead of 24.99.

This book is just lovely. The illustrations are simple and elegant, and the craftsmanship is excellent.

Pages are sturdy and the cut outs and textures invite you to run your hands over them. It's really

engaging; both parents and kids enjoy this one in our house!

Such a beautiful designed book! It isn't just the design that is beautiful, it is incredibly well produced

with very high quality materials. My daughter loves using this as one of our daily training books to

learning her letters.

Colorful book with nice texture. My three year old enjoyed it and going over each letter. I agree with

another review about wishing the letter v was bold. The book is well made but there's spacing in the

book that allows it to be punctured. I'm unsure if it was there when we received it or if it happened

while looking through the pages. We received it today and it already has a hole so I'm not sure how

it will hold up with frequent reads.



My daughter LOVES these books. They are raised and so she can feel them. They are very well

constructed and simply beautiful with a clean design. Easy to flip pages too. Highly recommended

for babies/toddlers and for gifts!
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